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 cherkane: use NTFS. but that's not the problem. cherkane: the problem is the hidden state. if you don't have your $home on a
separate partition it will be there. but it's still not on your disk. !info Retrieve information on a package:!info quitte, i am not

sure i understand, do you mean that the time stamp is missing from my root directory, which is the only way i can get to it !info
libreoffice libreoffice (source: libreoffice): office productivity suite (metapackage). In component main, is optional. Version
1:3.5.7-1ubuntu1 (oneiric), package size 26 kB, installed size 188 kB cherkane: the filesystem does not let you look into it. it

makes it "visible" for you. you need to mount it. with mount -o bind /media/some/directory $HOME/ quitte, i have 2 partitions.
1 ntfs one and 1 ext4 one. hi there. I'm trying to make xrandr choose the best resolution for a monitor of a given size. I'm trying
to do it with xrandr --output HDMI-1-3 --mode 1920x1080. but it's not working. cherkane: that's right. and your problem is that
your folder with the missing timestamp is on your ext4 partition quitte, there is no timestamp, i put in my home directory a link

to my home directory on my ext4 partition quitte, and i think that is the problem. cherkane: i don't understand why your root
directory is not on your disk. quitte, i only have one drive cherkane: why do you talk about roots? just mount the partition and

your home folder on it will show up on your desktop quitte, its still not there cherkane: can you start your desktop? does it
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